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Your Monthly Source for Upcoming Courses, Webinars,
News, Web Talks, Actions Learners Are Taking, and
Dates for Upcoming Talks and Conferences

Letter from the Universal House of
Justice
Supreme Body's Message to the Baha'is of
the World on New Plan and Closing Five Year
Plan
Writing on January 2, 2016, after the conclusion
of five days of consult
ations with the
Continental Boards of
Counselors meeting in the
Holy Land, the Universal
House of Justice
comments on the new
Five Year Plan that calls
for focused efforts across the Baha'i world during
the five years that conclude the first century of
the Formative Age of the Baha'i Faith
(1921-2021) and on the work needed to complete
the current Five Year Plan. Read the letter >here.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO PUBLIC
DISCOURSE
American Academy of Religion Recognizes
Creation of Baha'i Studies Group; Call for
Papers for November AAR Annual
Conference
After more than a three-decade presence at the
annual meetings of the American Academy of
Religion, Baha'is have been recognized as a Baha'i
Studies Group with full privileges. The officers of
the Baha'i Studies Group are calling for papers for
the 2016 annual conference. READ>>
Love Humankind? Study Climate Change!
Christine Muller, faculty for the
course Climate Change, reexamines
the principle of the oneness of
humankind to show how
understanding climate change adds
new dimensions and new
understandings to a principle often
shared with seekers. READ>>

A new course examining monotheism in the Old Testament and
the promise of the coming Messiah's Kingdom NEW COURSE
Another in the series of courses on religion, philosophy, and theology
Lead Faculty: Ted Brownstein
Duration of course: Seven weeks (February 1 - March 7, 2016)
The book of Isaiah is one of the longest and most complex
prophetic works in the Hebrew Bible (Christian Old
Testament). Probably composed in stages by different
individuals or groups of individuals, the oldest section
traces back to Isaiah ben Amoz, who lived in the eighth
century BCE. The book contains what many consider to be
the oldest clear statement of monotheism and also
promises the coming of a Kingdom under a Messiah. Many
peoples, throughout the millennia, have interpreted the
prophetic passages many ways. The Baha'i Faith offers new
interpretations of some of the passages in Isaiah, and
Baha'is infer other interpretations. In Exploring the Book
of Isaiah we will undertake a careful reading of the text to understand its
historical nature and to put Baha'i interpretations in an historical context.
Course Description

Fees

Course Schedule

Register

Financial Aid

Explore Shoghi Effendi's multifaceted life and works that continue
to shape our lives today
One in a series of course exploring the ministry and writings of Shoghi Effendi
Lead Faculty: Barney Leith
Faculty: Ed DiLiberto
Duration of course: Seven weeks (February 7 - March 29, 2016)

Wilmette Institute News
A New Six-Word Essay Shows How
Important the Wilmette Institute Is To
Isolated Baha'is

In The Ministry of Shoghi Effendi we will look briefly at
Shoghi Effendi's childhood and youth (1897-1921) and
more extensively at his ministry as Guardian of the Baha'i
Faith (1921-57). We will consider the many roles Shoghi
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An isolated Baha'i, while telling us how much he
regretted missing the Web Talk on January 17
and how much he looked forward to accessing it
on the Wilmette Institute's YouTube channel,
shared the following six-word essay: "Lifeline for
isolated Baha'i learning hopefuls."
--Paul Mantle, Grass Valley, California, USA
2016 Web Talks Shaping Up
The roster of Web Talks being offered by the
Wilmette Institute during 2016 is rapidly taking
shape. Seven of the eleven talks, most with titles
and descriptions, are already listed on the
Institute's public website. READ>>
Sign Up Now To Hear Dr. Brian Aull Discuss
"Consultation: A Revolutionary Model of
Democratic Governance" on February 14
Are you looking for ways to bring a
Baha'i perspective to discussions
during the lead-up to national
elections in the United States? Brian
Aull's Web Talk on Valentine's Day
on "Consultation: A Revolutionary
Model of Democratic Governance" will give you
some new ideas. READ>>
Looking for Clarity about Dates for Holy Days
and Feasts? Two New PowerPoints Will Help
Plus Give You a New Song about the Names
of the Months
For those of you still puzzled by the changes in
the new Badi` calendar for the dates of feasts and
holy days, you will want to check out two new
PowerPoints that may answer a number of your
questions. The second PowerPoint includes a new
song that will help us remember the names of the
nineteen Baha'i months. READ>>
Shahrokh Monjazeb's Web Talk on January
14 on the First of Bahá'u'lláh's Three Stages
of the Revelation of His Mission
Read a short summary of Shahrokh
Monjazeb's talk on the birth of the
new revelation in the Síyah-Chal (the
first of Baha'u'llah's three-part
revelation) and then listen to the talk
on YouTube. READ>>
Update on Final 2015 Web Talk Featuring Dr.
Michael Penn Talking about "The Nature of
the Human Mind: A Baha'i Perspective
We are sorry to report that efforts to clean up Dr.
Penn's Web Talk on December 6 have not proved
satisfactory. Dr. Penn plans to re-record the talk
soon, after which it will posted on the Wilmette
Institute's YouTube channel. We will keep you
posted.
Update on Fund-Raising
Automatic, ear-marked contributions to the
National Baha'i Fund have increased significantly
the number of Baha'is contributing to the
Wilmette Institute and has also moved the
Institute nearer to its goal of $45,000.00. To
date, Baha'is have contributed $43,423.14. Now
we need your help in reaching our goal and
contributing to making Wilmette Institute courses
available to everyone who needs a scholarship.
Click here to contribute.

Learners in Action
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Effendi filled (builder, interpreter, author, and translator)
as he carried out his duties as Guardian in fostering the
growth and development of the Baha'i Faith. He devoted
much of his ministry to building the administrative order
outlined by Baha'u'llah and elaborated by 'Abdu'l-Baha in
His Will and Testament and to using it as an instrument for
fostering the international spread of the Baha'i Faith called
for by 'Abdu'l-Baha in the Tablets of the Divine Plan.
Shoghi Effendi also worked tirelessly to extend and beautify the properties of the
Baha'i World Center in Haifa and Acre, to erect the facade of the Shrine of the
Bab, and to prepare a physical home for the center of the administrative order.
Shoghi Effendi translated many writings of Baha'u'llah into English, translated and
edited a history of the Babi period of the Faith, penned thousands of letters
clarifying basic Baha'i teachings, and wrote the classic history of the first hundred
years of the Faith's beginnings. His devotion, self-sacrifice, and suffering are an
inspiration to Baha'is of all generations.
Course Description

Fees

Course Schedule

Register

Financial Aid

Examine Sufism as one key to understanding Baha'i
writings
NEW COURSE

Another in a series of courses on religion, philosophy, and theology
Lead Faculty: Robert Stockman
Faculty: Daniel Gebhardt, Daniel Pschaida
Duration of course: Seven weeks (February 12 - April 1, 2016)
Sufism is the mystical dimension of Islam concerned with
describing the nature of and developing a deep personal
relationship with God. Sufis created a vast literature in
poetic and essay form about the human relationship with
God, developed important ideas and terms to describe it,
and wrote ecstatically about the experience itself. In the
process they discovered important insights into the
meaning of many Qur'anic passages. The language they developed provided the
Bab and Baha'u'llah with a powerful vocabulary and a set of metaphors to express
their revelations. In Introduction to Sufism we will study the origins and
development of the Sufi tradition and its foundational role for understanding many
Baha'i texts.
Course Description

Fees

Course Schedule

Register

Financial Aid

Preparing for discourse on governance from a Baha'i
perspective
NEW COURSE

One in a series of courses on global civilization
Lead Faculty: Brian Aull
Duration of course: Seven weeks (February 22 - April 16, 2016)
The Universal House of Justice has commented
on the breakdown of trust and collaboration
between the individual and the institutions of
governance because of the corrupt practices of
partisan politics. This "broken" state of American
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Florida Interfaith Climate Movement
Conference Contributes to Public Discourse
The Florida Interfaith Climate Group,
which had its genesis in 2013 during
the Wilmette Institute' first Climate
Change course, starts its fourth year
with a conference in Orlando.
READ>>
Contributing to Community Building through
Presentations and a Devotional
Two learners put what they have
learned to use, one making
presentations to a friend, a study
group, and an isolated believer, and
the other hosting his first-ever
devotional. READ>>

News
ABS Launches Online Journal of Baha'i
Studies Book-Review Repository
The Association of Baha'i Studies is happy to
announce that its long-promised online
book-review repository has now gone live. The
repository now contains reviews that have
appeared in past issues of the Journal of Baha'i
Studies. As it receives reviews of recent books,
they will appear, blog-style, in reverse
chronological order. The reviews are organized
under three categories: Studies of the Baha'i
Writings; History and Biography; and the Life of
Society. It is located here: http://bahai-studies.ca
/publications/journal/book-reviews/

Web Talks/Webinars on W.E.B.
Du Bois, the Role of Religion in
Society, the Nature of the
Manifestations, Creative
Consultation, and Baha'i Law
The Baha'i Chair for World Peace / Feb. 2
Professor Aldon Morris, Forrest Professor of
Sociology and African-American Studies at
Northwestern University
"The Sociology of W.E.B. Du Bois: Why Du Bois is
the Founder of American Scientific Sociology"
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democracy is the subject of numerous books and
articles. Baha'is have something to contribute to
this discussion, for the Baha'i electoral process,
its consultative approach to decision-making, and its current efforts in developing
human resources and building communities constitute a living model of democratic
life. In Applying Baha'i Principles to Discourses on Governance in the
United States we will explore how Baha'is might contribute to discourses on
governance in a way that speaks the language and engages the concerns of
scholars, activists, and other people of good will working for civic renewal in the
United States.
Course Description

Fees

Course Schedule

Register

Financial Aid

A popular course that provides tools for adding to your efforts to
mitigate climate change
One in a series of courses on Baha'i teachings on aspects of global civilization
Lead Faculty: Christine Muller
Faculty: Gary Colliver, Arthur Lyon Dahl, Carole Flood
Duration of course: Eight weeks (March 1 - April 16, 2016)
In the Climate Change course we will explore the basic
science of climate change and provide an understanding of
how climate disruption impacts us today and will continue
to affect us in the future. We will explore ethical questions
related to climate change and address them in the context
of the spiritual teachings of the world's religions, especially
those of the Baha'i Faith. Some readings will help us make enlightened decisions
for our personal and community lives that are consistent with our spiritual and
ethical values. Finally, we will learn to participate in public discourse by being
empowered to present, from a Baha'i and interfaith perspective, spiritual
responses to the climate crisis. For those interested in a more thorough study of
climate change and its spiritual dimensions or who are interested in specific
aspects of it, the course offers numerous optional resources. This course does not
provide a forum for debate about whether climate change is real because there is
overwhelming scientific evidence of human-caused global warming.
Course Description

Fees

Course Schedule

Register

Financial Aid

A course designed to help health-care professionals apply their
knowledge to bring about social change
NEW COURSE

Association for Baha'i Studies Webinar / Feb.
24
Julia Berger
"The Role of Religion in Society"

One in a series of courses on Baha'i teachings on aspects of global civilization

Wilmette Institute Web Talk / Mar. 13
Vasu Mohan
Topic TBA

Duration of course: Seven weeks (March 7, 2016 - April 24, 2016)

The Baha'i Chair for World Peace / Apr. 5
Professor James M. Glass, Department of
Government and Politics, University of Maryland,
College Park
"The Psychotic in Public Life: Human Nature and
the Political Justification of Brutality"
Wilmette Institute Web Talks / May 15
Stephen Phelps
"I Am the Mystic Fane: The Nature of the
Manifestation in the Baha'i Writings"
Wilmette Institute Web Talks / June 5
Trip Barthel

Lead Faculty: Babak Etemad
Faculty: Stephen Karnik, John Safapour

Health Care and Social Action, presented by Health
for Humanity and the Wilmette Institute, will examine
existing models of health and wellness and explore
concepts in the Baha'i writings that might contribute to
these models. Beginning with a review of definitions of
health and wellness by the World Health Organization
and others, we will explore selected readings,
attempting to identify goals for which we can strive
when seeking health for individuals and society. Then we will examine research
and readings on happiness and its interface with health and wellness. Finally, we
will conclude with the hypothesis that the Baha'i teachings speak uniquely to
health, wellness, and happiness and that an organized approach to discourse and
action is timely and necessary within the Five Year Plan and beyond. This course is
ideal for students, health-care professionals, and others seeking an opportunity for
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"Creative Consultation"
Wilmette Institute Web Talks / Oct. 16
Roshan Danesh
"Imagining Baha'i Law"

Conferences on Families and
Communities, Ethical Business
Practices, the Tablets of the
Divine Plan, and Religion
Desert Rose Sixth Annual Artists and
Scholars Symposium / Feb. 12-14
Theme: Unifying Families and Communities
Desert Rose Baha'i Institute, Eloy, Arizona, USA
ebbf Conference / Milan, Italy / May 12-15
"Consultation: Beyond Decision-Making: A Tool for
Learning"
'Irfan Colloquia / Santa Cruz, CA / May 26-30
Celebrating the Centenary of the Tablets of the
Divine Plan
Bosch Baha'i School, English and Persian
'Irfan Colloquia / Acuto, Italy / Jun. 29-July 4
Celebrating the Centenary of the Tablets of the
Divine Plan
Centre for Baha'i Studies, Persian
'Irfan Colloquia / Acuto, Italy / Jul. 5-8
Celebrating the Centenary of the Tablets of the
Divine Plan
Centre for Baha'i Studies, English
'Irfan Colloquia / Tambach, Germany / Jul.
21-24
Celebrating the Centenary of the Tablets of the
Divine Plan
Tambach Baha'i Center, German

discourse and action in the health-care field.
Course Description

Fees

Course Schedule

Register

Financial Aid

Become acquainted with the physical changes in the Baha'i
calendar, and internalize their spiritual implications

Another course in the series on Baha'i teachings on community and administration
Lead Faculty: Nicola Daniels
Faculty: Mark Lutness
Duration of course: One month (March 10 - April 10, 2016)
The Baha'i Faith has a unique calendar of 19 months of 19
days each, plus 4 or 5 days of Ayyam-i-Ha to bring the
length of the year up to a full solar cycle. Through this
calendar, "sacred moments are distinguished, humanity's
place in time and space are reimagined, and the rhythm of
life recast." The Universal House of Justice, in a letter
dated July 10, 2014, called "upon the Baha'is of the East
and West to adopt . . . the provisions that will unite them
in the common implementation of the Badi` calendar." The
House of Justice has also fixed the start of the year on the first day of spring as it
occurs in Tehran. In The Badi` (Baha'i) Calendar we will consider the purpose
and nature of calendars in general, the organization of the Baha'i calendar
(created by the Bab and called the Badi` calendar), the spiritual significance of the
names of "the periods and cycles, months and days" in the calendar, and the
purpose and timing of Baha'i holy days. We will also compare the Baha'i calendar
to the Jewish, Christian, and Islamic calendars.
Course Description

Fees

Course Schedule

Register

Financial Aid

2016 ABS Conference / Montreal, Quebec /
Aug. 11-14
'Irfan Colloquia / Davison, Michigan / Oct.
6-9
Celebrating the Centenary of the Tablets of the
Divine Plan
Louhelen Baha'i School, English and Persian
Dedication, Mashriqu'l-Adhkar of Chile / Oct.
13-16
Santiago, Chile
American Academy of Religion/Society of
Biblical Literature / Nov. 19-22
San Antonio, Texas, USA

Social Media
Wilmette Institute Facebook and Twitter
Discounts
Follow the Wilmette Institute on Facebook and
Twitter! Doing so could get you a discount on your
next Wilmette Institute course. The Institute is
offering discount codes for 10 or even 20 percent
for selected courses via those two social media.

Learn more about how you can incorporate the arts into your
Baha'i activities
Another in a series of courses on Baha'i teachings on the arts
Lead Faculty: Anne Perry
Faculty: Peggy Caton, Sandra Lynn Hutchison, Marjan Nirou Saniee
Duration of course: Seven weeks (March 15 - May 3, 2016)
In The Baha'i Faith and the Arts we will explore the
purpose of the arts from a Baha'i perspective. Among
other topics, we will discuss how art and religion have
harmonized and conflicted in the past; how the Baha'i
dispensation will be similar to and different from the past;
the artist as a person with an important gift to share with
the world; and how the Baha'i writings encourage artists.
We will also consider how to reframe imagination,
creativity, and risk-taking within a Baha'i context; how to prioritize the positive
aspect of creativity to enhance our lives, our communities, the Baha'i Faith, and
the future; and how to develop a serviceable language about the arts that enables
us to integrate the arts more fully into Feasts, Holy Days, core activities,
commemorations, and so on and to include more people in art making and
appreciation of the arts.
Course Description

Fees

Course Schedule

Register

Financial Aid
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Explore the material, spiritual, and ethical dimensions of
economics and how they can advance the prosperity of
humankind

Wilmette Institute Links
Wilmette
Wilmette
Wilmette
Wilmette
Wilmette
Wilmette
Talks

Institute Public Website
Institute Course Delivery System
Institute Student Projects
Institute: Reference Materials
Institute: YouTube Channel
Institute: Twentieth Anniversary Web

Other Links
Association for Baha'i Studies, North America
Baha'i Chair for World Peace
Baha'i International Community
Bosch Baha'i School
ebbf (Ethical Business for a Better Future)
Green Acre Baha'i School
Institute for Studies in Global Prosperity
International Baha'i Website
'Irfan Colloquium
Louhelen Baha'i School
Louis G. Gregory Museum
U.S. Baha'i Distribution Service
U.S. National Baha'i Library
Unity Museum

Yet another in a series of courses on Baha'i teachings on aspects of global
civilization
Lead Faculty: Mary Fish
Faculty: Hooshmand Badee, James West
Duration of course: Seven weeks (March 22 - June 2, 2016)
In Economics and the Baha'i Faith we will examine the
guiding principles in the Baha'i authoritative texts that
relate to economics and the betterment of society. The
Baha'i Faith does not provide an economic system, but its
spiritual and ethical values have much to say about the
material aspects of life and the organization of society. We
will review the world's economic conditions in light of
recent letters from Baha'i institutions and assessments by
Baha'i and other experts and consider the implications of
the moral and spiritual teachings of the Faith on Baha'i
communities and wider society. Topics covered in the course will include Baha'i
perspectives on wealth creation and distribution, economic justice, spiritual
solutions to economic problems, the elimination of poverty, the market economy,
the work ethic, globalization, and advancement toward the prosperity of
humankind.
Course Description

Fees

Course Schedule

Register

Financial Aid

Mark Your Calendar
May 1 - June 17, 2016 NEW
How to Chair Consultation at Feast

Explore the ideas and feelings of religion

May 10 - June 10, 2016 NEW
Preparing for the New Five Year Plan
May 15 - July 2, 2016
Preparing for Interfaith Dialogue
May 22 - July 9, 2016
The Writings of the Bab
May 27 - July 8, 2016
Am I Ready for a Relationship?
Preparing for Marriage
June 1 - July 19, 2016
Baha'u'llah's Revelation:
A Systematic Survey
June 7 - July 25, 2016
Islam for Deepening and Dialogue
June 15 - August 9, 2016
Dynamic Consultation
June 22 - August 9, 2016
The World Order of Baha'u'llah:
Selected Letters

July - December 2016
Course Schedule

A course in a series on religion, philosophy, and theology
Lead Faculty: Moojan Momen
Faculty: Susan Maneck, Peter Smith
Duration of course: Seven weeks (April 1 - May 19, 2016)
Understanding Religion attempts to distill some of the
knowledge about religion that has accumulated through
the study of religion during the past two hundred years.
We will look at the definitions of religion that have been
offered; probe the various attempts to describe the
religious experience; examine the pathway to salvation or
liberation that different religious groups have offered; seek
to gain some understanding of such concepts as faith,
belief, and the phenomenon of conversion as well as
subjects such as suffering, sacrifice, and salvation; strive
to gain an overview of the metaphysical explanations of
reality offered in diverse religions; and examine the
promise of a future savior that is common to many
religions. Finally, we will explore the topics of archetype,
myth, and the sacred that lie behind much of religious and nonreligious thinking.
The text for the course is Moojan Momen's Understanding Religion (used copies of
the book are available on the Internet under the title The Phenomenon of
Religion). In November a companion course will focus on the historical and social
aspects of religion.
Course Description

Fees

Course Schedule

Register

Financial Aid

Below is the Wilmette Institute's course schedule
for July through December 2016. The schedule is
subject to change.
July 1 - August 17, 2016

A combo course on marriage starting with a face-to-face weekend
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Exploring the Hebrew Bible
(Christian Old Testament)

at Green Acre and ending up online with the Wilmette
Institute
NEW COURSE

July 15 - September 6, 2016
The Destiny of America
August 1 - September 17, 2016
The Tabernacle of Unity

A new course in the series on individual, marriage, and family development

August 20 - October 7, 2016
Building a World Federation:
The Key to Resolving our Global Crises

Lead Faculty: Alex Blakeson
Faculty: Hoda Kemp
Duration of course: Four weeks (April 4 - April 30, 2016)

August 25 - October 12, 2016
The Ministry of 'Abdu'l-Baha
September 1 - October 19, 2016
Practicing the Arts
September 2 - October 4, 2016
Consulting and Problem-Solving as a Couple
September 7 - October 25, 2016
Rediscovering the Dawnbreakers
September 10 - October 28, 2016
Sustainable Development and
the Prosperity of humankind
September 15 - November 2, 2016
The Advent of Divine Justice

In Creating a Coherent Marriage, Family, and
Community Life we will work on harmonizing key facets
of life, such as marriage, family, work, service, and
individual growth, to empower couples and families to
contribute to flourishing communities. We will seek ways
to expand our capacity to contribute joyfully to the
well-being of our neighborhoods and society. This special
collaborative program between Green Acre Baha'i School and the Wilmette
Institute begins with a weekend for couples and single parents at Green Acre on
April 1-3. Following the Green Acre weekend study, we will continue with the same
facilitators in online learning components through the Wilmette Institute from April
4-30. This format will help us apply the learning and conversations to daily life.
One family registration covers all expenses for both schools. A children's program
will be provided at the Green Acre Baha'i School. There will be only one
registration, through Green Acre's registration system.
Course Description

Registration

September 22 - December 22, 2016
How to Organize and Maintain a Baha'i Archive

Learn how to share the Baha'i perspective with Christians
effectively and respectfully

October 7 - November 24, 2016
Judaism for Deepening and Dialogue
October 10 - November 27, 2016
Epistle to the Son of the Wolf
October 15 - December 2, 2016
Buddhism for Deepening and Dialogue

Lead Faculty: Ted Brownstein

October 25 - December 12, 2016
Charters of the Faith

Duration of course: Seven weeks (April 7 - May 25, 2016)

November 1 - December 19, 2016
Understanding Religion:
Social and Historical Aspects
November 7 - December 25, 2016
The Baha'i Faith and Philosophy
November 10 - December 28, 2016
The Promise of World Peace

A course in a series on an integrated approach to world religions

NEW

November 15 - January 3, 2017
The Equality of Women and Men
November 22 - January 17, 2017
NEW
The Epistle of Kings: A Comprehensive Study of
Suriy-i-Muluk, Baha'u'llah's First Proclamatory
Tablet To the Kings of the Nineteenth Century
(WEBINAR)

In Christianity for Deepening and Dialogue we will
explore major themes that form part of Christian belief
and compare them with the Baha'i Faith: conceptions of
God and the trinity; Christian rites, the Eucharist, and
baptism; the kingdom of God; faith in miracles; the
Crucifixion; and the Resurrection. We will begin with an
introduction to the Bible and its organization and will also
cover politics and religion. Using Baha'i, Islamic, and
academic perspectives, we will examine the themes in the
Gospels' original context and then explore them in their
modern forms. We will be studying Christianity for the purposes of deepening and
dialogue--that is, for understanding the basics of Christianity as a divinely
revealed religion and for learning how to share the Baha'i perspective with a
variety of Christians in an informed and respectful manner.
Course Description

Fees

Course Schedule

Register

Financial Aid

December 1, 2016 - January 17, 2017
Writing Biographies and Histories

Study Baha'u'llah's laws destined to last for one thousand years

December 20, 2016 - February 6, 2017
Introduction to Shi'i Islam

One in a series of courses exploring the revelation of Baha'u'llah
Lead Faculty: Christopher Buck
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Faculty: Necati Alkan
Duration of course: Seven weeks (April 22 - June 7, 2016)
About the Kitab-i-Aqdas, Shoghi Effendi has written that it
"may well be regarded as the brightest emanation of the
mind of Baha'u'llah, as the Mother Book of His
Dispensation, and the Charter of His New World Order." He
further refers to the Kitab-i-Aqdas as "the principal
repository of that Law which the Prophet Isaiah had
anticipated, and which the writer of the Apocalypse had
described as the 'new heaven' and the 'new earth,' as 'the
Tabernacle of God,' as the 'Holy City,' as the 'Bride,' the
'New Jerusalem coming down from God,' this 'Most Holy
Book,' whose provisions must remain inviolate for no less
than a thousand years, and whose system will embrace
the entire planet. . . ." We will read the Kitab-i-Aqdas and
supplemental texts related to it, while studying several of
its main themes: covenant, succession, and manifestation;
Baha'i institutions, including the rulers and the learned,
the Universal House of Justice, Houses of Worship, Feasts, Holy Days, and the
Baha'i calendar; the nature and purpose of Baha'u'llah's laws; Baha'u'llah's
ordinances; prohibitions and punishments; Baha'u'llah's proclamations to kings,
rulers, places, and groups of people; education and transformation; and teaching
the Baha'i Faith.
Course Description

Fees

Course Schedule

Register

Financial Aid

ABOUT US
________________________________________________________________
The Wilmette Institute eNewsletter
The Wilmette Institute eNewsletter is published monthly by the Wilmette Institute,
which offers quality online courses on the Baha'i Faith. The Wilmette Institute is
committed to engaging a broad and diverse international community of learners in
deep study of the Faith and to fostering love for study of the Faith. The Wilmette
Institute was established in January 1995 by the National Spiritual Assembly of
the Baha'is of the United States.
Information from the eNewsletter may be copied or reproduced, provided that the
following credit is given: "Reprinted from the eNewsletter of the Wilmette
Institute," followed by the issue's date. Recipients are encouraged to forward the
eNewsletter to friends. If you have questions, please email us at
info@wilmetteinstitute.org.
Editors
Robert H. Stockman
Betty J. Fisher
Contributors
Sue Blythe
Tamara Bond-Williams
Mark Lutness
John Lyons-Baral
Paul Mantle
James Muehlbach
Christine Muller

Wilmette Institute, 1233 Central Street, Evanston, IL, 60201-2886 USA
Phone 1.877.WILMETTE (1.877.945.6388) - Fax: 1.847.733.3563
Email: info@wilmetteinstitute.org
Web: http://wilmetteinstitute.org
Moodle: http://courses.wilmetteinstitute.org
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/user/WilmetteInstitute
© 2016 National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the United States
www.bahai.us
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